
its efforts and right today you find that the Pop's special official

for unification is a Jesuit, Cardinal Beahin. The last Pope had a

Jesuit as his confessor. And the Jesuits are the head secret back

bone of the Roman cftrch and what they decide has more effect actually

than the ideas of any Pope, at least that has been the situation

in the last three centuries. But, it is interesting, that this man,

Loyola, a warrior, organizer of a military company, setting about to

plan how to advance the Roman church and how to push back the forces

that were threatening to destroy it. That he and his associates should

have decided that one of the greatest instrumentalities they could have

established was an educational system, and the Jesuits established

schools all over Europe which became known as the leading, the beat

schools of Europe. And Protestant Princes sent their sons to Jesuit

schools because they could get a better education, and they came back

indoctrinated. Some of them became strong Romaniata, others remained

nominal protestants, but they became indoctrinated. And the Jesuit

schools became one of the great forces of not only the preservation

of the Roman church, but the driving force of that counter reformation

that drove back Proteatism until it occupied half as large an area

in &tropeaa it had occupied in one time. That is as I say a negative

illustration of the strong influence which education can have.

The second of that type w lob I would like to give is a much more

recent one. It is America during these last fifty or sixty years.

And during this period of time the intelligencla has been largely brain

washed through an influence in our colleges and schools of education

to which practically all of our people who have secured higher education

have been subjected. And I found what it was.

Forty years ago when I was a student in a Christian college, a
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